
     Anterior approach of the cervical spine surgery is an accepted
procedure to treat various pathologies of the cervical spine. One
of the keys to successful cervical spine surgery is an appropriate
positioning, specifically appropriate degree of extension of the
cervical spine. At times,  the cervical spine extension may have
to be altered intra-operatively, which make most of the products
that are used  to achieve cervical spine extension suffer from
some disadvantages. The authors present a technical note
regarding the use of a commonly available, reusable and
inflatable device. The authors believe, it achieves the objectives
of control extension of the cervical spine with no morbidity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
     We describe the author's experience of utilizing  the device in
the anterior approach to the cervical spine. The inflatable device
“Shoulder Float” was originally marketed for the purpose of
pneumatic axillary support to provide even weight distribution
of the patient on the operating table during epidural anesthesia
(O.R. Comfort, LLC, USA). It measures 14.5 inches (36.8 cm)
by 10.0 inches (25.4 cm). It is consisted of three main parts, the
body, a three sided valve and a manual pump (Figure 1A &B).
     The device is placed under a supine patient prior to
commencing intubation. The authors prefer to set it (Figure 2) so
the upper border of the device is aligned  with the shoulders and
centred correctly in line with the neck. Alternatively, the device
may be placed horizontally and directly behind the neck of the
patient. The device is  inflated to a desirable height to achieve
controlled extension of the cervical spine. The inflation may be
performed under lateral fluoroscopy if needed any time during
the procedure.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
     In most institutions, for the anterior approach to the cervical
spine, standard devices such as pillows, folded blankets,
intravenous fluid bags, bolsters or sand bags are used to achieve
cervical spine extension1. The authors agree that these devices
can achieve a good level of cervical spine extension. However,
and especially when the readjustment is needed, these devices
usually require additional efforts to achieve a careful positioning
along with a safe control of the cervical spine by the
anesthesiologist and the surgical team2. For that, the authors feel
having a fix adjustable tool can enhance the degree of extension
in a more controlled fashion which in turn will enhance the
safety of the surgical procedure overall. In addition to that, the
traditional devices intra-operatively do not allow an easy and
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direct access to change the degree of neck extension comparing
to shoulder float.
The control extension of the neck provided by the inflatable
device allows for an excellent stability, and minimal movement

Figure 1: Shoulder Float Device (A& B)
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is required for an anesthetized patient undergoing spine surgery.
Once it is beneath the shoulders of the patient, the device can be
inflated or deflated as desired, with minimal movement of the
cervical spine.
     In some cases, such as anterior odontoid screw fixation for
unstable type II odontoid fracture requires a particularly careful
positioning of the cervical spine with a fair degree of the cervical
spine extension3,4. This need to be achieved with the minimal
possible movement of the cervical spine and the endotracheal
tube, to avoid any potential damage to the spinal cord, at times
with cervical traction device in place5,6. In the case of
retrolisthesis of the fracture fragment, realignment needs to be
achieved and maintained before drilling and screw fixation can
begin. Trying different sizes of  bolsters or other devices along
with checking the cervical spine position under fluoroscopy or
lateral radiographs typically can achieve all of this. However,
this usually  lead to some degree of  manipulation of the cervical
spine which in turn could be associated with a higher chance to
injure the spinal cord. The authors believe, with the shoulder
float, the positioning will be more  safe and  simplified. We
simply place the device horizontally under the shoulders with the
upper edge of the device at the level with the shoulder line and
inflate as needed under fluoroscopy with less manipulation of
the cervical spine. In a randomized crossover study7, use of
inflatable device resulted in significantly less pressure beneath
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Figure 2: Schematic illustration showing the authors techniques to
achieve cervical spine extension during surgery using Shoulder Float
Device.arrowhead), external carotid arteries (black arrows), and
vertebral arteries (white arrows). 

Figure 3: Simulating Intraoperative patient’s position using the device with lateral plain x-ray of cervical spine demonstrating a good controlled
degree of extension during deflation (A& C) and inflation of (B &D) Shoulder Float Device.
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the dependent shoulder and chest wall than either a gel-pad or a
1000-mL lactated Ringer’s bag.
     In the author's experience, the inflatable device seemed to be
more convenient and useful as compared to the devices that are
used for the same purpose. It can provide a good control and
stable extension during surgery and allow the surgeon to have
different degrees of extension intra-operatively with direct
access and minimal movement of the cervical spine (Figure 3A-
D). We believe it reduces the intra-operative risk of worsening
neurological function, though this is clearly subjective. It is
inexpensive and  reusable as long as care is taken  not to
perforate the bag, and the system is checked pre-operatively for
air leakage. At times, especially in extremely thin patients, there
is a tendency for the patient to roll on the device to one side.
This, however, can easily be corrected by centring the inflatable
device and reinforcing it by tape.

CONCLUSION
     We have used this device in every anterior cervical spine
surgery. We believe  it is an inexpensive and easy to use device
that  can enhance, intraoperatively, the  level of patient's safety
with an excellent stability and well control extension compared
to the standard devices that are  for the same purpose.
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